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Abstract
This paper deals with the number of monochromatic combinatorial rectangles required to
approximate a boolean function on a constant fraction of all inputs, where each rectangle may
use its own partition of the input variables. The main result of the paper is that the number of
rectangles required for the approximation of boolean functions in this model is very sensitive to
the allowed error. There is an explicitly de0ned sequence of boolean functions fn on n variables
such that fn has rectangle approximations with a constant number of rectangles and one-sided
error 13 + o(1) or two-sided error
1
4 + o(1), but, on the other hand, fn requires exponentially
many rectangles if the error bounds are decreased by an arbitrarily small constant.
As applications of this result, the following separation results for read-once branching programs are
obtained. The functions from the main result require only linear size for nondeterministic read-once
branching programs and randomized read-once branching programs with two-sided error 13 +o(1),
while randomized read-once branching programs with constant two-sided error smaller than 13
and unambiguous nondeterministic read-once branching programs require exponential size.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this section, we introduce rectangle approximations and the respective complexity
measures studied in the paper. Then we discuss known lower bound results for
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branching programs based on rectangle complexity. Finally, we present the main result
and its applications.
1.1. Rectangle complexity
We start with de0nitions of the main concepts of the paper. For any n-element set X ,
which we regard as a set of variables, an assignment to these variables is a mapping
from X to {0; 1}. We identify such an assignment with a boolean vector from {0; 1}n
as usual. Given a balanced partition =(X1; X2) of X , i.e., X =X1 ∪X2; X1 ∩X2 = ∅
and ||X1| − |X2||61, a combinatorial rectangle with respect to the partition  (-
rectangle or just rectangle for short) is a set R such that there are sets of assignments
A to X1 and B to X2 with R=A×B.
Let f be a boolean function de0ned on the n-variable set X . A rectangle partition
representing f is a collection of rectangles, each with its own balanced partition of X ,
such that f is constant on each of these rectangles and the rectangles form a partition
of the input space {0; 1}n of f. De0ne C(f), the (deterministic) rectangle complexity
of f, as the minimal number of rectangles in a rectangle partition representing f. The
(deterministic) single-partition rectangle complexity, Cs(f), is the minimal number of
rectangles in a rectangle partition for f where all rectangles are de0ned with respect
to the same balanced partition of the input variables.
Rectangle partitions have been studied extensively in communication complexity
theory as a combinatorial tool for proving lower bounds on the complexity of two-party
protocols (see the monographs [19,26] for de0nitions and a thorough introduction). It
is well known that rectangle complexity in the single-partition case is closely related
to the complexity D(f) of deterministic two-party communication protocols for f:
Proposition 1.1 (Yao [42], Aho et al. [2], Halstenberg and Reischuk [18]).
log Cs(f)6 D(f) and D(f) = O((log Cs(f))2):
In this paper, we deal with “imperfect” representations of functions by rectangle
partitions. Let  be a distribution on the input space of the boolean function f on n
variables. A rectangle approximation for f with (two sided) error  with respect to
, where 06¡ 12 , is a rectangle partition representing a function g on the same input
space which agrees with f on at least a (1− )-fraction of all inputs with respect to .
The rectangle approximation has one-sided error ; 06¡1, if the function g is equal
to 0 for all 0-inputs of f and equal to 1 for at least a (1− )-fraction of all 1-inputs
of f with respect to . De0ne C (f), the complexity of rectangle approximations
for f with respect to , as the minimum of C(g) taken over all functions g which
ful0ll the above error bound for two-sided error. De0ne C1; (f) analogously for one-
sided error. Let C; s (f) and C
; s
1;  (f) be the respective measures for a single balanced
partition of the input variables. We leave out the upper index  if we consider the
uniform distribution. Observe that for all f and , one of the two constant functions
is always a trivial approximation with two-sided error 12 , and the constant 0 is a trivial
approximation with one-sided error 1.
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The complexity of rectangle approximations with respect to a single balanced par-
tition of the variables has been analyzed in the context of the so-called distributional
communication complexity. The (; )-distributional communication complexity of f is
the minimum complexity of a deterministic two-party communication protocol which
correctly computes f on at least a (1 − )-fraction of all inputs with respect to .
By Proposition 1.1, it follows immediately that the logarithm of C; s (f) is a lower
bound on the (; )-distributional complexity of f. Such bounds have been proven,
e.g., in [9,15,32,43]. Furthermore, lower bounds on distributional complexity directly
yield lower bounds for randomized public-coin communication complexity (for details,
see again the monographs [19,26]).
Various measures for rectangle complexity with multiple partitions are used as tools
for proving lower bounds on the size of branching programs. This is discussed in the
next subsection, together with known results.
1.2. Branching programs
Branching programs are one of the most important nonuniform models of computa-
tion. Since the logarithm of the size of branching programs is essentially the same as
the space complexity for the nonuniform (advice taking) variant of Turing machines,
it is a major goal in complexity theory to obtain superpolynomial lower bounds on the
size of branching programs for explicitly de0ned functions.
Denition 1.2. A (deterministic) branching program (BP) on the variable set {x1; : : : ;
xn} is a directed acyclic graph with one source and two sinks labeled by the constants
0 and 1, resp. Each nonsink node is labeled by a variable xi and has exactly two
outgoing edges carrying labels 0 and 1, resp. This graph represents a boolean function
f de0ned on {x1; : : : ; xn} in the following way. To compute f(a) for some input
a=(a1; : : : ; an)∈{0; 1}n, start at the source node. For a nonsink node labeled by xi,
follow the edge labeled by ai (this is called a “test of variable xi”). Iterate this until
a sink node is reached. The value of f on input a is the value of the reached sink.
For a 0xed input a, the sequence of nodes visited in this way is uniquely determined
and is called the computation path for a. The size of a branching program G is the
number of its nodes and is denoted by |G|.
Usually, one considers sequences of BPs representing sequences (fn)n∈N of boolean
functions, where fn is a function on n variables. Nondeterministic and randomized
BPs may be de0ned by introducing additional nondeterministic nodes or randomized
nodes. Informally, when reaching such nodes during a computation, the successor on
the computation path is nondeterministically guessed or determined by Oipping a fair
coin, resp. More precise de0nitions are given later on.
Although the goal of superpolynomial lower bounds on the size of general BPs has
not been attained so far, some impressive progress has been made during the last years
for less and less restricted variants of the general model. Many of these results are
either explicitly or implicitly based on bounds on appropriate measures for rectangle
complexity. We discuss this in the following.
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Exponential lower bounds on deterministic rectangle complexity with multiple parti-
tions are implicitly contained already in the earliest papers on exponential lower bounds
for deterministic read-once BPs [38,44]. A read-once BP is a BP where each variable
may appear at most once on each path from the source to a sink. Borodin et al. [14]
have explicitly considered nondeterministic rectangle complexity, which is de0ned as
the minimum number of rectangles required to cover the 1-inputs of the given function
(i.e., rectangles may overlap), and applied this for proving exponential lower bounds
for nondeterministic read-once BPs. Also the results in the earlier papers of Jukna [22]
and Krause et al. [25] imply lower bounds on this measure. All these results for non-
deterministic rectangle complexity yield lower bounds of the same size for rectangle
approximations with arbitrary one-sided error smaller than 1.
Furthermore, Borodin et al. have introduced a generalized notion of rectangles
(baptized “(k; a)-rectangles” in [23]) for proving lower bounds on nondeterministic
(syntactic) read-k-times BPs, which are BPs with the restriction that on each path
from the source to a sink, each variable may appear at most k times. Additional re-
sults of this kind have been obtained by Okolnishnikova [30] and Jukna [23]. Again,
these papers implicitly contain lower bounds for approximations by this kind of rect-
angles for one-sided error.
In the conference version [33] of this paper, the 0rst exponential lower bounds on
the size of rectangle approximations with multiple partitions of the input variables and
two-sided error have been proven. Such bounds have been obtained for usual combina-
torial rectangles, for the “modulo sums” function considered also in the present paper
but with a weaker error bound, as well as for the case of (k; a)-rectangles and an inner
product function due to Borodin et al. [14]. These lower bounds have been applied
to obtain the 0rst exponential lower bounds on the size of randomized read-once and
randomized read-k-times BPs, resp. The function considered for the read-once case
is even easy for the nondeterministic variant of the model, which is not true for the
function behind the second result.
Thathachar [36] has improved the results from [33] in order to separate the so-
called read-k-times hierarchy. For his variant of the “modulo sums” function, he has
obtained an exponential lower bound for randomized read-k-times BPs with two-sided
error bounded by ( 13 ) · 2−5
k+1
, while the same function has polynomial size for deter-
ministic read-(k + 1)-times BPs and nondeterministic read-once BPs. In the context
of this paper and the notation used here, Thathachar’s paper in particular implies that
there is a sequence of explicitly de0ned boolean functions fn on n variables such that
C1=9+(fn)=O(1) for some ¿0 exponentially small in n, while on the other hand,
C(fn)= 2Q(
√
n) for all 6( 13 ) · 2−25.
In a series of recent breakthroughs, Ajtai [3,4] and Beame et al. [12], improving
earlier results due to Beame et al. [11], managed to prove exponential lower bounds
even for BPs which are only restricted in their length, by which we mean the maximal
number of edges on a computation path. We brieOy discuss the connection of these
results to rectangle complexity. The starting point of the proof technique is again
a representation of boolean functions based on generalized combinatorial rectangles
which are de0ned in terms of the considered branching programs. By a sophisticated
combinatorial argument, this more general representation is then reduced to a cover
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of all but a small fraction of the input space by 0=1-colored rectangles of the form
A×B×{c}, where A and B are sets of assignments to disjoint variable sets X1 and X2,
resp., and c is a 0xed assignment to the variables not in X1 ∪X2 (called “embedded
rectangles” in [12]). This representation has the additional property that each input is
only covered k times if the considered BPs have length kn (n the input size). The
current proofs then single out one particularly “nice” rectangle in this cover which is
large if the original BP is small and whose color in the representation agrees with
the value of the considered function for a large fraction of inputs in it. Applying this
approach to a function with suRciently strong combinatorial properties (which imply
that it has no large rectangles of the considered kind), Beame et al. [12] have obtained
lower bounds on approximating (and thus also randomized) BPs of length kn whose
error probability is bounded by a small constant divided by k. With respect to the
results proven here, we stress that the results on rectangle approximations contained in
the paper of Beame et al. only work for small error probabilities, and that they give
no separation between di(erent error probabilities or between two-sided and one-sided
error (they obtain such a result for the nonboolean case, though).
Most recently, it has been shown in [13] that a variant of the function due to
Ajtai considered in [4,12] requires exponential size to be approximated by (syntactic)
read-k-times branching programs with arbitrary bounded two-sided error. This result
is again based on an appropriate lower bound for approximations by (k; a)-rectangles.
The considered function also has exponentially large complexity for nondeterministic
read-k-times BPs and for covers by (k; a)-rectangles, i.e., it also behaves equally bad
for both one-sided and two-sided error.
1.3. Main result
It is a well-known fact that the error probability of a randomized communication pro-
tocol with bounded error can be decreased below an arbitrary constant by repeating the
protocol a constant number of times with independent assignments to the random bits
(probability ampli0cation). Thus, error probability is not a really important parameter
here.
Contrary to this observation, we also learn from the known results that the error
bound has a decisive inOuence on the complexity of rectangle approximations in the
single-partition model. Razborov [32] has proven for the disjointness function DISJn
(which decides whether two subsets of the set {1; : : : ; n} are disjoint) that there is
a distribution  over the input space of DISJn such that C
; s
 (DISJn)= 2Q(n) for all
constants ¡ 1180 . On the other hand, (DISJ
−1
n (1))=
3
4 , and thus the function is triv-
ially approximated by the constant 1 with error 14 with respect to . Hence, we have
an unbounded increase of the complexity if the error is decreased by some positive
constant.
For the inner product function over Zp; p a prime, one obtains a similar increase
of complexity, but for an arbitrarily small constant decrease of the error bound. This
function checks whether the standard inner product of two n-bit vectors is di(erent from
0 in Zp. Babai et al. [10] have proven that exponentially many rectangles are required
to approximate the inner product function over Zp in the single-partition model and
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with respect to the uniform distribution if the error is bounded by a constant smaller
than 1=p, whereas the function is trivially approximated by the constant 1 with error
bounded by 1=p+ 2−Q(n).
We show here that the described sensitivity to the error bound also occurs in the
general model where the partition of the input variables may be chosen di(erently for
di(erent rectangles, even for the uniform distribution over the input space, and even
when the error is decreased only by an arbitrary small positive constant. We consider
the following function, where [P] is used to denote the boolean function which is equal
to 1 if the predicate P is true, and 0 otherwise.
Denition 1.3. De0ne the function MSn (modulo sums) on the n× n-matrix X =
(xij)16i; j6n of boolean variables by MSn(X ) :=RTn(X )∨CTn(X ), where the function
RTn (row test) is de0ned by
RTn(X ) :=
n∑
i=1
[xi;1 + · · ·+ xi;n ≡ 0mod 3]mod 2
and CTn(X ) :=RTn(X) (column test).
We prove the following upper and lower bounds on the complexity of rectangle
approximations for MSn with respect to the uniform distribution.
Theorem 1.4. Let N = n2 (the input size of MSn).
(1) C1;1=3+(MSn)=O(1) and C1;1=3−(MSn)= 2Q(
√
N ), for some =o(1) and any
=Q(1=Poly(N )).
(2) C1=4+′(MSn)= 1 and C1=4−′(MSn)= 2Q(
√
N ), for some ′=o(1) and any ′=Q
(1=Poly(N )).
We present another variant of the above main theorem where we allow ourselves to
choose a nonuniform distribution over the input space instead of the uniform one. By
adjusting the distribution, we obtain larger bounds on the error for which we still get
exponential lower bounds on the complexity of rectangle approximations.
Theorem 1.5. There is a probability distribution  on {0; 1}N ; N = n2, such that
(1) C1;1=2+(MSn)=O(1) and C

1;1=2−(MSn)= 2
Q(
√
N ), for some =o(1) and arbi-
trarily small constants ¿0.
(2) C1=3+′(MSn)= 1 and C

1=3−′(MSn)= 2
Q(
√
N ), for some ′=o(1) and arbitrarily
small constants ′¿0.
1.4. Applications of the main result
Given the polynomial relationship between the size of BPs and the logarithm of
the space complexity for nonuniform Turing machines, BPs are also a suitable model
for separating the power of determinism, nondeterminism, and randomness in the
nonuniform, space-restricted setting. Such questions may also be posed in a meaningful
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way for restricted variants of BPs. Although results for the restricted variants need not
necessarily give the right intuition for the general case, the approach of improving
proof techniques by studying restricted BPs has been successful enough to motivate this
line of research.
Despite the progress in lower bound techniques mentioned above, our knowledge of
the power of the di(erent modes of computation is relatively scant due to the diRculty
of proving separation results. We have a more or less complete picture so far only for
oblivious BPs, which are BPs where the sequence of variables appearing on each of the
paths has to be consistent with one 0xed variable sequence [1,20,35]. Read-once BPs
are the most simple nonoblivious BP model for which nevertheless some interesting
problems with respect to the power of the di(erent modes of computation are open up
today. The results on rectangle approximations proven here can be applied to obtain
two results for read-once BPs discussed in the following.
1.4.1. Randomness versus nondeterminism
In the classical setting, it seems to be unlikely that NP⊆BPP, since Ko [24] has
shown that this would imply NP=RP as well as a collapse of the polynomial time
hierarchy to BPP. On the other hand, BPP may well be contained in NP, we may even
have P=BPP. Some support for the conjecture that P=BPP is provided by recent
derandomization results for BPP-algorithms (see, e.g., [7,21,40]).
Analogous questions have been studied for space-bounded complexity. Already, Gill
[17] has shown that NL=RL, but it is nevertheless unknown whether the classes NL
and BPL are di(erent. (RL and BPL are the classes of languages which can be decided
by probabilistic Turing machines with bounded one-sided and two-sided error, resp.,
using at most logarithmic space.) The situation for the nonuniform setting is the same
in this respect, we have NL=Poly =RL=Poly⊆BPL=Poly, but it is open whether this
inclusion is proper.
In the conference version of this paper [33], exponential gaps between the size of
randomized and nondeterministic read-once BPs have been established. It has been
shown that the complement of the well-known permutation matrix function, which
requires exponential size for nondeterministic read-once BPs [22,25], is computable by
randomized read-once BPs with small error probability. This means that “BPP*NP”
for analogs of the standard complexity classes obtained by replacing polynomial time-
complexity for Turing machines with polynomial read-once BP size. (See the mono-
graph of Wegener [39] for more details on the classes mentioned here and others.)
Additionally, it has been shown that “NP*BPP” for read-once BPs as long as the
error probability for the randomized model is smaller than 27128 . This result has been
obtained for the “modulo sums” function MSn in the main result of the present paper.
By the stronger result on rectangle approximations presented here, we get that the re-
quired bound on the error probability is essentially 13 , which is best possible up to an
arbitrarily small constant. It remains open to prove an analogous result with a lower
bound for randomized read-once BPs with arbitrary (bounded) two-sided error.
Randomized read-once BPs also show the high sensitivity on the error bound al-
ready observed for rectangle approximations. Our results imply that decreasing the
bound imposed on the error probability of a randomized read-once BP by an
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arbitrarily small constant may result in an exponential blowup of the size. This is
contrary to the situation for probabilistic Turing machines and for randomized general
BPs, where the error probability may be decreased below an arbitrary small constant
while maintaining polynomial size by “probability ampli0cation” (as shown in [33], see
also [39]).
1.4.2. Unambiguous nondeterminism versus unrestricted nondeterminism
As an attempt to get a better understanding of the power of nondeterministic
algorithms, Valiant [37] has introduced the subclass UP of NP which contains the
languages decidable by nondeterministic Turing machines with at most one accepting
computation for each input. Obviously, P⊆UP⊆NP, but it is not known whether any
of these inclusions are proper. For the setting of nonuniform, logarithmically space-
bounded computations, Allender and Reinhardt [6] have shown that unambiguous non-
determinism is as powerful as the unrestricted version: the nondeterministic analogs of
the classes UL and NL coincide, i.e., we have UL=Poly =NL=Poly.
A contrary result holds for two-party communication protocols. Yannakakis [41] has
proven that deterministic communication complexity is at most quadratically larger
than unambiguous communication complexity. Furthermore, the results of Mehlhorn
and Schmidt [29] can be exploited to obtain a function of input size n which has
nondeterministic communication complexity O(log n) and unambiguous communication
complexity Q(n).
The latter fact also implies that the concepts of unambiguous and unrestricted non-
determinism no longer coincide for a very restricted type of Turing machines, namely
for nonuniform Turing machines with logarithmic space-bound and one-way access
to their input tape. More precisely, 1-UL=Poly$ 1-NL=Poly, where the pre0x “1-”
to the complexity classes indicates one-way access to the input tape. (This unpub-
lished result is attributed to M. Dietzfelbinger by Allender et al. [5]. The article also
contains an improved version of the result.) Furthermore, the above fact can also be
formulated in terms of restricted BPs. Analogous to the proof for one-way Turing ma-
chines, one obtains that there is a sequence of functions which has nondeterministic
OBDDs of polynomial size, but for which unambiguous OBDDs require exponential
size.
We complement these results here by showing that the function from the main result
on rectangle approximations requires exponential size for unambiguous read-once BPs.
Together with a linear upper bound on the size for (unrestricted) nondeterministic
read-once BPs, this in particular implies that the analogs of the classes UP and NP are
di(erent also for read-once BPs.
1.4.3. Overview
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the
technique used for proving lower bounds on the complexity of rectangle approxima-
tions. In Section 3, we show how this technique is applied for the proof of the main
result. In Section 4, we consider the implications for read-once BPs. Finally, we supply
the proof of a central combinatorial lemmas already used for the proof of the main
result (Section 5).
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2. Proof technique
In this section, we describe the technique used for proving lower bounds on the
complexity of rectangle approximations. This is an extension of Yao’s technique [43]
for proving lower bounds on distributional communication complexity. We consider
approximations with respect to an arbitrary probability distribution  over the input
space here.
For proving large lower bounds on the complexity of rectangle approximations, we
look for functions f with the following two properties:
• The fraction of 0-inputs of f (with respect to the given distribution  on the input
space) does not tend to 0 or 1 with increasing input size, i.e., there are constants
¿0 and  ¡1 such that ¡(f−1(0))¡ .
• Each rectangle R contains only “few” 0-inputs compared to the overall size of the
rectangle. More precisely, if (R) is not exponentially small with respect to the
input size of f, then the ratio (R∩f−1(0))=(R) is bounded by a constant smaller
than 1.
The roles of 0- and 1-inputs may be swapped. We concentrate on 0-inputs in this
description since we will apply the technique in this way later on.
The 0rst property is obviously necessary; otherwise, we could approximate f by
one of the constant functions with small error. We 0rst give a formal de0nition of
the second property and then show that both properties together ensure that rectangle
approximations for f have large complexity.
Denition 2.1. Let f be a boolean function de0ned on the variable set X; |X |= n.
Let  be a probability distribution over {0; 1}n. Suppose that there are a constant
; 0661, and a real number ¿0, such that for each rectangle R de0ned with
respect to a balanced partition of X ,
(R ∩ f−1(0))6  · (R) + : (LD)
Then we say that f has the low 0-density property (with respect to rectangles) and
to the distribution  with parameters  and .
In the applications of the proof technique, the value of  in this de0nition will be
exponentially small in n. The following theorem summarizes the proof technique.
Theorem 2.2. Let f be a boolean function de=ned on the variable set X , |X |= n. Let
 be a probability distribution over {0; 1}n. Suppose that f has the low 0-density
property with parameters  and . Then
(1) C1; (f)¿(1=) · ((1− ) · (f−1(0))−  ·  · (f−1(1))) for all ¡1; and
(2) C (f)¿(1=) · ((1− ) · (f−1(0))−max(1− ; ) · ) for all ¡ 12 .
Proof. For technical reasons, it is easier to start with the second part.
Part (2): Let a partition of the input space by rectangles with respect to balanced
partitions of X be given and let g be a function which is constant on these rectangles.
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Suppose that g disagrees with f on at most an -fraction of all inputs with respect to
. For c∈{0; 1}, let Rc1; : : : ; Rckc be the rectangles on which g computes the result c.
In the following, we derive a lower bound on k0. First, observe that, since the sets
R0i ; R
1
i form a partition of {0; 1}n
(f−1(0)) =
k0∑
i=1
(R0i ∩ f−1(0)) +
k1∑
i=1
(R1i ∩ f−1(0)): (1)
De0ne
e0 :=
k1∑
i=1
(R1i ∩ f−1(0)) and e1 :=
k0∑
i=1
(R0i ∩ f−1(1)):
Then we have e0 + e16, since the rectangles approximate f with error at most .
Summing up inequality (LD) from the low 0-density property for all rectangles R0i
yields
k0 · ¿
k0∑
i=1
(R0i ∩ f−1(0))−  ·
k0∑
i=1
(R0i ):
Using that (R0i )= (R
0
i ∩f−1(0)) + (R0i ∩f−1(1)) for all i, we may rewrite this as
k0 · ¿ (1− )
k0∑
i=1
(R0i ∩ f−1(0))−  ·
k0∑
i=1
(R0i ∩ f−1(1)):
By Eq. (1)
k0 · ¿ (1− )
[
(f−1(0))−
k1∑
i=1
(R1i ∩ f−1(0))
]
−  ·
k0∑
i=1
(R0i ∩ f−1(1))
and thus, using the de0nitions of e0 and e1,
k0 · ¿ (1− ) · (f−1(0))− (1− ) · e0 −  · e1: (2)
We still have to take into account that e0 + e16. The right-hand side of inequality
(2) is minimized by maximizing (1−) · e0 + · e1 subject to the constraint e0 +e16.
It follows that
k0 · ¿ (1− ) · (f−1(0))−max(1− ; ) · :
This yields the claimed lower bound.
Part (1): We can simply re-use the above proof by exploiting that, in the case of
one-sided error, we have e0 = 0 and e16 · (f−1(1)). Inequality (2) turns into
k0 · ¿ (1− ) · (f−1(0))−  ·  · (f−1(1));
which gives the desired result.
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3. Proof of the main result
First, we present some combinatorial lemmas which will be used later on. Then we
prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.
The 0rst lemma deals with properties of balanced partitions of the input variables
of the function MSn.
Lemma 3.1. Let =(X1; X2) be a balanced partition of the variables in the n× n-
matrix X =(xij)16i; j6n. Call a row or a column of X mixed if X1 contains at least 2
and at most n − 2 variables of it. Let  ¡1=√2 be a constant. Then for n large
enough, there are either at least  n mixed rows or columns with respect to .
Proof. Call a row dense if it contains at least n− 1 variables from X1, and sparse if
it contains at most one variable from X1. Observe that a row cannot be both dense and
sparse, and that a row is mixed exactly if it is neither dense nor sparse. Let rd ; rs be
the number of rows which are dense and sparse, resp.
Case 1: rd ; rs¿2. Let i1; i2 be two di(erent dense rows. Then at most two variables
in these rows are not from X1, and thus there are at least n−2 columns j with xi1 ; j ∈X1
and xi2 ; j ∈X1. Analogously, there are two sparse rows i3; i4 and at least n− 2 columns
j with xi3 ; j =∈X1 and xi4 ; j =∈X1. It follows that there are at least n− 4 mixed columns.
Case 2: rd61 or rs61. W.l.o.g., assume that the latter occurs (otherwise, swap the
roles of X1 and X2 in the whole proof). If rd6(1 −  )n − 1; n − (rd + rs)¿ n rows
are mixed and we are 0nished. Hence, assume that rd¿(1− )n− 1 for the following.
Suppose that n is large enough such that (1−  )n− 1¿1. Then we have rd¿2. Let
I ⊆{1; : : : ; n} be the set of indices of dense rows, |I |= rd. De0ne
J := {j | there are i1; i2 ∈ I; i1 = i2 such that xi1 ;j ∈ X1 and xi2 ;j ∈ X1}:
Since the rows with index in I are dense, the number of X2 variables in these rows
is bounded above by |I |= rd. On the other hand, the total number of X2 variables in
all columns whose index is not in J is bounded below by (rd − 1) · (n− |J |). Putting
these two bounds together, we get
|J |¿ n− rd
rd − 1 :
Since rd¿2, it follows that |J |¿n− 2.
Now each column with index j∈ J is mixed if less than n− rd−1 variables xij with
i =∈ I are contained in X1. Let c be the number of columns in J which are not mixed
and thus contain at least n− rd − 1 additional X1 variables in rows outside of I .
Putting the above results together, we have obtained the following lower bound on
the total number of variables in X1:
|X1|¿ rd · (n− 1) + c · (n− rd − 1):
On the other hand, |X1|6n2=2 + 12 . Hence,
1
2 (n
2 + 1)¿ rd · (n− 1) + c · (n− rd − 1):
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Solving for c, we obtain
c6
(n2 + 1)=2− (n− 1)rd
n− 1− rd : (∗)
(Observe that rd¡n− 1, since rd · (n− 1)6|X1|6(n2 + 1)=2.)
It is easy to verify that the right-hand side of (∗) is decreasing in rd if n is large
enough. Using that rd¿(1−  )n− 1, we obtain
c¡
(n2 + 1)=2− ((1−  )n− 1)(n− 1)
 n
=
(
1− 1
2 
)
n+
2
 
− 1− 1
2 n
:
By the above de0nitions, we have at least |J |− c¿n− 2− c mixed columns. We have
shown that
n− 2− c ¿ 1
2 
· n− 2
 
− 1 + 1
2 n
=
1
2 
· n− O(1):
Since  is a constant with  ¡1=
√
2, it follows that n−2−c¿ n for n large enough.
We will show later on that the function RTn (row test) is hard to approximate by
rectangles according to a partition with many mixed rows, while the same is true for
CTn (column test) and a partition with many mixed columns. Furthermore, we claim
that in both cases, even requiring that the respective other function has a 0xed valued
does not make the approximation easier.
To prepare the proof of the last claim above, we observe that, given a partition with
many mixed rows, we can choose a large subset of these rows and exactly two special
variables from either side of the partition in these rows such that there is no column
with special variables from both sides of the partition. This will allow us to show that
the function CTn is easy for such a partition. We present the desired combinatorial
lemma in the following abstract form.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be an m× n-matrix with entries from {0; 1; ∗}. Call a column j
of A split with respect to a set I ⊆{1; : : : ; m} of row indices if there are i0; i1 ∈ I such
that xi0 ; j =0 and xi1 ; j =1. Suppose that each row of A contains exactly two 0- and
exactly two 1-entries, and the remaining entries in these rows are ∗-entries. Then
there is a set I ⊆{1; : : : ; m} with |I |¿m=16 such that no column is split with respect
to I .
Proof. We assign colors from {0; 1} independently and uniformly at random to the
columns of A. Let &(j) be the random variable describing the color of column j. Let
I& be the set of all rows whose 0=1-entries all agree with the color of their respective
column. For i∈{1; : : : ; m}, let S&(i) be the random variable which is equal to 1 if row
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i is in I&, and equal to 0 otherwise. Since each row has exactly two entries of color 0
and 1, resp., E[S&(i)]= 116 . Hence,
E[|I&|] =
∑
16i6m
E[S&(i)] = m=16:
This implies that there is a 0xed coloring & with |I&|=m=16, and we choose I := I&.
The next two lemmas constitute the core of the proof of the main result and are
required to apply the technique presented in the last section. We choose the uniform
distribution on the input space here.
As already remarked, we require that the fraction of 0-inputs of the function under
consideration does not tend to 0 or 1 for increasing input size. The following statement
implies an asymptotically tight bound on the fraction of 0-inputs for MSn (remember
that MSn =RTn ∨CTn).
Lemma 3.3. Let ); *∈{0; 1}. Then, for X =(xij)16i; j6n ∈{0; 1}n2 chosen uniformly
at random,
|Pr{RTn(X ) = ) ∧ CTn(X ) = *} − 14 | = 2−Q(n):
Proof 3.3. We will use the following well-known fact (see [8] for a proof).
Fact. Let p be a prime, and let a1; : : : ; an; b∈Zp, where a1; : : : ; an are not all zero.
Then for (x1; : : : ; xn)∈{0; 1}n chosen uniformly at random,
|Pr{a1x1 + · · ·+ anxn ≡ bmodp} − 1=p| = 2−Q(n):
First consider what happens if we 0x all but the diagonal variables of the matrix
X =(xij)16i; j6n arbitrarily. The row test can then be written
RTn(X ) =
n∑
i=1
[xii + ci ≡ 0mod 3]mod 2
and the column test
CTn(X ) =
n∑
j=1
[xjj + dj ≡ 0mod 3]mod 2
for some values ci; di ∈{0; 1; 2}. Observe that the terms in the sum for the row test
can be simpli0ed as follows:
If ci =0 then [xii + ci ≡ 0mod 3]= xii ⊕ 1.
If ci =1 then [xii + ci ≡ 0mod 3]= 0.
If ci =2 then [xii + ci ≡ 0mod 3]= xii.
With analogous replacements for the column test we end up with both RTn(X )= )
and CTn(X )= * being linear equations over Z2.
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Suppose the two equations are nontrivial and contain di(erent sets of variables,
then obviously Pr{RTn(X )= )∧CTn(X )= *}= 14 with the probability running over
the diagonal variables and the other variables 0xed arbitrarily.
Now return to the case that the variables are chosen uniformly at random. Let p be
the probability that the equations described are trivial or contain both the same set of
variables. We claim that p=2−Q(n). Then
Pr{RTn(X ) = ) ∧ CTn(X ) = *} = (1− p) · 1=4 + p
and thus
|Pr{RTn(X ) = ) ∧ CTn(X ) = *} − 1=4| = (3=4) · p = 2−Q(n)
and the lemma follows.
The equation for the row test is trivial if and only if all ci =1. Due to the fact
mentioned at the beginning, the probability that ci =1 can be bounded above by 13 + 
with ||=2−Q(n), and since the ci are independent, the equation for the row test is
trivial with probability at most (1=3 + )n =2−Q(n). The same holds for the equation
for the column test. The probability that the equation for the row test or the equation
for the column test fails to be nontrivial is thus bounded above by 2 · 2−Q(n) = 2−Q(n).
Now estimate the probability that the two equations contain the same set of variables.
This is the probability that for no i we have one of the ci; di equal to 1 and the other
not. For i=1; : : : ; n let
Yi =
{
1 if ci = di = 1 ∨ ci; di ∈ {0; 2};
0 otherwise:
We claim that Pr{Y1 ∧ · · · ∧Yn}=2−Q(n). The Yi are not all independent, so we cannot
just multiply Pr{Yi} for all i. Nevertheless, we can prove the following fact:
Claim. For i=1; : : : ; n− 2; Pr{Yi ∧ · · · ∧Yn−2}6(13=16)−(n−2)+i.
This yields Pr{Y1 ∧ · · · ∧Yn}6Pr{Y1 ∧ · · · ∧Yn−2}6( 1316 )−(n−3) = 2−Q(n), as de-
sired. We prove the claim by induction. For i= n − 2, the claim is obviously true.
Let i6n−3. Suppose that Pr{Yi+1 ∧ · · · ∧Yn−2}¿0, otherwise we are done. We have
Pr{Yi ∧ Yi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn−2} = Pr{Yi|Yi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn−2} · Pr{Yi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn−2}:
Our aim is to prove that Pr{Yi|Yi+1 ∧ · · · ∧Yn−2}6 1316 . Then the above, together with
the induction hypothesis, gives the claim.
Fix values for cj; dj with j= i+1; : : : ; n−2 such that Yi+1 = · · · =Yn−2 = 1 and 0x an
arbitrary assignment to all variables except for the variables in {xi; n−1; xi; n; xn−1; i ; xn; i}
such that the required row and column sums ci and di are obtained. Now the probability
that xi; n−1; xi; n are such that ci =1 is at most 12 , and the probability that these variables
are such that ci ∈{0; 2} is at most 34 . Furthermore, we have analogous bounds for di
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and the variables xn−1; i ; xn; i. By the independence of ci and di,
Pr{Yi |Yi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn−2} = Pr{ci = di = 1 ∨ ci; di ∈ {0; 2}|Yi+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn−2}
6 (1=2)2 + (3=4)2 = 13=16;
which completes the proof of the claim.
To prove our claim that for a partition with many mixed rows, the function RTn is
hard to approximate (analogously for mixed columns and CTn), we derive an upper
bound on the discrepancy of the function.
Denition 3.4. Let f be a boolean function and let  be a balanced partition of the
input variables of f. For a -rectangle R de0ne the discrepancy of f with respect to
R; Disc(f; R), by
Disc(f; R) := | |f−1(1) ∩ R| − |f−1(0) ∩ R| | · 2−n:
Let Disc(f;) denote the maximum of Disc(f; R) taken over all -rectangles R.
The following technical lemma provides a bound on the discrepancy of a suitable
class of subfunctions of RTn.
Lemma 3.5 (Discrepancy lemma). Let c=(c0; c1; : : : ; cm), where c0 ∈Z2 and c1; : : : ; cm
∈Z3. De=ne the function RT∗c : {0; 1}2m×{0; 1}2m→{0; 1} on vectors u1; u2; v1; v2 ∈
{0; 1}m by
RT∗c ((u
1; u2); (v1; v2)) :=
[
m∑
i=1
[u1i + u
2
i + v
1
i + v
2
i ≡ ci mod 3] ≡ c0 mod 2
]
:
Let =(U; V ), where U = {u1i ; u2i | i=1; : : : ; m} and V = {v1i ; v2i |i=1; : : : ; m}. Then
Disc(RT∗c ; )6 2
−m + 3−m:
We defer the proof of this lemma to Section 5.
Lemma 3.6. Let =(X1; X2) be a balanced partition of the variables in the matrix
X =(xij)16i; j6n, suppose that m rows of X are mixed with respect to , and let R
be a -rectangle. Then:
(1) Disc(RTn; R)62−m + 3−m.
(2) For c∈{0; 1}; | |R∩RT−1n (0)∩CT−1n (c)| − |R∩RT−1n (1)∩CT−1n (c)| | · 2−n
2
=
2−Q(m).
Analogous statements hold for mixed columns instead of rows and exchanged roles
of RTn and CTn.
Proof. We only prove the claim for RTn. For the ease of notation, we omit subscripts
indicating the input size in the following. For a function f and an assignment a to
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some variables of f, we use fa to denote the subfunction of f obtained by setting
variables to constants according to a.
Part (1): In each of the m mixed rows of the matrix X with respect to the given
partition =(X1; X2), choose two di(erent variables from X1 and two di(erent vari-
ables from X2. Let X ′1 ⊆X1 and X ′2 ⊆X2 be the sets of the chosen variables. Observe
that |X ′1 ∪X ′2 |=4m. Let ′ := (X ′1 ; X ′2).
Set all variables in X − (X ′1 ∪X ′2) to constants according to an arbitrary assignment
a. Then all variables except those in X ′1 ∪X ′2 are 0xed. Consider the subfunction RTa
of RT de0ned on the remaining variables in X ′1 ∪X ′2 and the rectangle Ra obtained
from R by 0xing the variables according to a in each assignment in R. Then Ra is a
rectangle with respect to the balanced partition ′.
It is easy to see that there are constants c0 ∈Z2 and c1; : : : ; cm ∈Z3 (depending on
the assignment a) such that
RTa(Xa) =
[
m∑
i=1
[u1i + u
2
i + v
1
i + v
2
i ≡ ci mod 3] ≡ c0 mod 2
]
;
where u1i ; u
2
i and v
1
i ; v
2
i are used to denote the un0xed X1- and X2 variables, resp., in
the ith mixed row, for i=1; : : : ; m. The subfunction RTa is thus of the type described
in Lemma 3.5, and we have Disc(RTa; ′)62−m + 3−m. Since Ra is a ′-rectangle
| |Ra ∩ RT−1a (0)| − |Ra ∩ RT−1a (1)| | · 2−4m 6 2−m + 3−m: (∗)
This is true for all assignments a to X − (X ′1 ∪X ′2). Due to the law of total probability∑
ass: a to
X−(X ′1∪X ′2 )
|Ra ∩ RT−1a (c)| · 2−4m · 2−(n
2−4m) = |R ∩ RT−1(c)| · 2−n2
for c∈{0; 1}. Applying this to (∗) gives the desired result,
Disc(RT; R) = | |R ∩ RT−1(0)| − |R ∩ RT−1(1)| | · 2−n2 6 2−m + 3−m:
Part (2): First, we apply Lemma 3.2 to the submatrix of X consisting of the mixed
rows and all columns. We choose two variables from X1 and two from X2 in each
of the mixed rows and identify them with 0- and 1-entries, resp. The lemma yields a
subset I of the indices of mixed rows with r := |I |¿m=16 such that for each column j
of X , the variables xij with i∈ I are either all contained in X1 or all contained in X2.
Analogous to the 0rst part, let X ′1 ⊆X1 and X ′2 ⊆X2 be the sets of the variables
chosen in the rows with index in I , and let ′ := (X ′1 ; X
′
2). Furthermore, let a be an
arbitrary assignment to the variables in X − (X ′1 ∪X ′2), and let RTa and Ra be the
respective restrictions of RT and the rectangle R. By the 0rst part, we already know
that RTa has small discrepancy with respect to the partition ′, and we may apply (∗)
with r instead of m here.
Now consider the function CTa. We have ensured that no column of X contains
variables of both X ′1 and X
′
2. Hence, it is easy to compute CTa by a deterministic
communication protocol with respect to the partition ′=(X ′1 ; X
′
2): obviously, 1 bit of
communication is suRcient. By Proposition 1.1 from the introduction, we conclude that,
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for c∈{0; 1}, there are disjoint ′-rectangles Rc;1; Rc;2 such that CT−1a (c)=Rc;1 ∪Rc;2.
Since Ra and Rc;1; Rc;2 are all ′-rectangles, Ra ∩Rc;1 and Ra ∩Rc;2 are also
′-rectangles. Hence, by (∗) (substituting r for m)
| |(Ra ∩ Rc;i) ∩ RT−1a (0)| − |(Ra ∩ Rc;i) ∩ RT−1a (1)| | · 2−4r 6 2−r + 3−r
for i=1; 2 and c∈{0; 1}. Using that Rc;1 and Rc;2 are disjoint and summing over
i=1; 2 yields
| |Ra ∩ CT−1a (c) ∩ RT−1a (0)| − |Ra ∩ CT−1a (c) ∩ RT−1a (1)| | · 2−4r
6 2(2−r + 3−r):
By summing over all assignments a to X − (X ′1 ∪X ′2) (applying the law of total prob-
ability), we obtain the desired result:
| |R ∩ CT−1(c) ∩ RT−1(0)| − |R ∩ CT−1(c) ∩ RT−1(1)| | · 2−n2
6 2(2−r + 3−r) = 2−Q(m):
Now we are prepared to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Upper bounds: The upper bound for two-sided error follows
directly from Lemma 3.3. The 1-function, which is represented by the trivial rectangle
containing all inputs, approximates MSn with two-sided error at most 14 +2
−Q(n) = 14 +
2−Q(
√
N ).
It remains to handle the case of one-sided error. Let rows = (X1; X2) be a balanced
partition of X where both parts X1; X2 only contain complete rows of X , except possibly
for one row which is divided “as equally as possible.” It is easy to see that RTn
can be computed by a deterministic two-party communication protocol with respect
to rows using at most 3 bits of communication. By Proposition 1.1, this yields a
rectangle partition P representing RTn with at most 8 rectangles. The 1-inputs for MSn
in RT−1n (0)∩CT−1n (1) are the only inputs mapped to the wrong value by P. Using
Lemma 3.3, we can thus bound the relative error of P on the 1-inputs of MSn by
|RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (1)|
|MS−1n (1)|
6
1=4 + 
3=4− ′
where ; ′=2−Q(n). This is of order 13 + o(1).
Lower bounds: We are going to show that MSn has the low 0-density property with
respect to the uniform distribution and appropriate parameters. Let R be a rectangle
with respect to a balanced partition =(X1; X2) of the input variables of MSn. We
claim that
|R ∩ MS−1n (0)| · 2−n
2
6  · |R| · 2−n2 + 
for = 12 and exponentially small  de0ned below.
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First apply Lemma 3.1. W.l.o.g., assume that there are m :=  n mixed rows of the
input matrix X with respect to , for a constant  chosen such that  ¡1=
√
2. By the
0rst part of Lemma 3.6, we get
| |R ∩ RT−1n (0)| − |R ∩ RT−1n (1)| | · 2−n
2
6 2−m + 3−m:
Hence, in particular,
|R ∩ RT−1n (0)| · 2−n
2
6 (1=2) · |R| · 2−n2 + (1=2) · (2−m + 3−m)
and furthermore, since MS−1n (0)⊆RT−1n (0),
|R ∩ MS−1n (0)| · 2−n
2
6 (1=2) · |R| · 2−n2 + (1=2) · (2−m + 3−m):
We have thus shown that MSn has the low-0-density property with parameters = 12
and  := (12 )(2
−m+3−m), where m=  n. It only remains to apply Theorem 2.2 from
the last section. We conclude that
C1;(MSn)¿ (1=) · ((1=2) · |MS−1n (0)| · 2−n
2 − (1=2) ·  · |MS−1n (1)| · 2−n
2
)
and
C(MSn)¿ (1=) · ((1=2) · |MS−1n (0)| · 2−n
2 − (1=2) · )
for all appropriate . We have
|MS−1n (0)| · 2−n
2
= 1=4± 2−Q(n) and |MS−1n (1)| · 2−n
2
= 3=4± 2−Q(n):
Thus, the above lower bounds are still of order 2Q(n) = 2Q(
√
N ) if the error bounds
are = 13 −  for one-sided error and = 14 −  for two-sided error, for arbitrary
=Q(1=Poly(N )).
Finally, we prove Theorem 1.5, the alternative version of the main result with a
nonuniform distribution over the input space. Our aim is to adjust the distribution such
that we get the best possible error bounds.
We use the distribution over the input space of MSn which assigns the measure 0
to the “easy” inputs in the set RT−1n (1)∪CT−1n (1). More precisely, let
A := (RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (0)) ∪ (RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (1)) ∪ (RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (0)):
De0ne the distribution  for x∈{0; 1}n2 by (x) := |A|−1 if x∈A, and (x) := 0
otherwise. For this distribution, we get the result announced in Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. We only describe the proof of the lower bounds, the upper
bounds are obtained in the same way as for Theorem 1.4. We use the technique from
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Section 2. It follows from Lemma 3.3 that
(MS−1n (0)) = (1=3) · (1 + ) and (MS−1n (1)) = (2=3) · (1 + ′);
where ||; |′|→ 0 for n→∞. In the remainder of the proof, we show that MSn has
the low-0-density property with respect to  and parameters  := 12 and some  with
=2−Q(n).
Let R be any rectangle de0ned with respect to a balanced partition of the input
variables of MSn. Suppose that at least m=  n rows of X are mixed with respect to
the partition of R, where  ¡1=
√
2 is a constant. By the second part of Lemma 3.6
| |R ∩ RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (c)| − |R ∩ RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (c)| | · 2−n
2
6 
for c∈{0; 1} and some  with =2−Q(m) = 2−Q(n). For c=0, this implies
|R ∩ RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (0)| · 2−n
2
6 |R ∩ RT−1n (1) ∩ CTn(0)| · 2−n
2
+ :
Furthermore, since
RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (0) = MS−1n (0) ∩ A
and
RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (0) ⊆ MS−1n (1) ∩ A;
we get
|A| · 2−n2 · (R ∩ MS−1n (0))6 |A| · 2−n
2 · (R ∩ MS−1n (1)) + ;
or, equivalently,
(R ∩ MS−1n (0))6 (1=2) · (R) + 1 · ;
where 1 := 2n
2
=(2|A|). Again by Lemma 3.3, 1=O(1). This is the desired low-0-density
property for MSn with respect to . It only remains to substitute the above facts into
Theorem 2.2.
4. Applications for read-once branching programs
In this section, we prove the complexity theoretical results for read-once BPs an-
nounced in the introduction. We 0rst give a formal de0nition of randomized BPs and
describe the technique for proving lower bounds on randomized read-once BPs. Then,
we prove the separation between randomness and nondeterminism for read-once BPs
as well as the separation between unambiguous and unrestricted nondeterminism.
4.1. De=nitions and proof technique
Denition 4.1. A randomized BP with variable set {x1; : : : ; xn} is a directed acyclic
graph G with one source node, sink nodes labeled by 0 or 1, and internal nodes
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which can either be labeled by one of the variables and have an outgoing 0- and
1-edge, or are unlabeled and have two unlabeled outgoing edges. Nodes of the 0rst
kind are called decision nodes, while the latter are called randomized nodes. An input
a=(a1; : : : ; an) de0nes a randomized computation path in the graph from the source
to a sink as follows. At decision nodes, the successor is chosen as for deterministic
BPs. At randomized nodes, each of the two successors is chosen with probability 12 ,
and this decision is independent from all other random decisions. Let G(a) be the
random variable which is equal to c∈{0; 1} if a c-sink is reached by the randomized
computation path for input a. The di(erent modes of acceptance are de0ned as usual: A
randomized BP computes a function f with (bounded) two-sided error , where  is a
constant with 06¡ 12 , if Pr{G(a) =f(a)}6 for all inputs a. It computes a function
f with (bounded) one-sided error , for a constant  with 06¡1, if Pr{G(a)= 0}6
for all a∈f−1(1) and Pr{G(a)= 1}=0 for all a∈f−1(0).
A nondeterministic BP representing f is a randomized BP with Pr{G(a)= 0}¡1
for all a∈f−1(1) and Pr{G(a)= 1}=0 for all a∈f−1(0). In this case, the randomized
nodes are usually called nondeterministic nodes. Randomized variants of restricted BPs
are de0ned in the obvious way by requiring that each path which can be taken for a
given input ful0lls the respective restriction.
For the discussion here it is convenient to have complexity classes for BPs de0ned
in analogy to the classes P; NP; BPP and so on by replacing computation time for
Turing machines with BP size. Let P-BP1, NP-BP1, BPP-BP1 etc. denote the classes
obtained in this way for read-once BPs.
Now we describe how lower bounds on the complexity of rectangle approximations
may be used to derive lower bounds on the size of randomized read-once BPs. First,
we remark that lower bounds on the complexity of rectangle partitions yield lower
bounds on the size of deterministic read-once BPs.
Lemma 4.2 (Borodin et al. [14], Okolnishnikova [30]). Let G be a deterministic
read-once BP representing a boolean function f on n variables. Then C(f)62n|G|.
As an easy corollary of the above theorem, we obtain that the complexity of rect-
angle approximations may be used to lower bound the size of deterministic read-once
BPs which approximate a given function. We give a de0nition for approximating (un-
restricted) BPs below, an extension to the various restricted variants of BPs (especially
to approximating read-once BPs) is obvious.
Denition 4.3. Let f be a boolean function and let  be a probability distribution
on the input space of f. A deterministic BP G is an approximating BP for f
with two-sided error  with respect to , where 06¡ 12 , if G represents a function
g which agrees with f on at least a (1 − )-fraction of all inputs with respect to .
A deterministic BP G is an approximating BP with one-sided error ; 06¡1, if it
represents a function g with is equal to 0 for all 0-inputs of f and equal to 1 on at
least a (1− )-fraction of all 1-inputs of f with respect to .
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Lemma 4.4. Let f be a boolean function on n variables, and let  be a probability
distribution on its input space:
(1) Let G be an approximating read-once BP for f with one-sided error ; 06¡1,
with respect to . Then C1; (f)62n|G|.
(2) Let G be an approximating read-once BP for f with two-sided error ; 06¡ 12 ,
with respect to . Then C (f)62n|G|.
Finally, we apply the above insights to randomized read-once BPs. The following
theorem summarizes the proof technique for randomized read-once BPs.
Theorem 4.5 (Proof technique for randomized read-once BPs). Let f be a boolean
function on n variables and let  be a probability distribution on its input space:
(1) Let G be a randomized read-once BP representing f with one-sided error  with
respect to , where 06¡1. Then C1; (f)62n|G|.
(2) Let G be a randomized read-once BP representing f with two-sided error , with
respect to , where 06¡ 12 . Then C

 (f)62n|G|.
Proof. Let G be a randomized read-once BP for f with the required error probability.
By 0xing the choice of successors for all randomized nodes and redirecting incoming
edges to these successors, we can turn G into an approximating read-once BP for f.
By averaging, it follows that there is a choice of the successors for the randomized
nodes such that the error probability of this approximating read-once BP for f is no
larger than the error of the original randomized read-once BP.
4.2. Randomness versus nondeterminism for read-once BPs
In this subsection, we compare the power of randomized read-once BPs with that of
nondeterministic read-once BPs.
Our aim is to show that nondeterminism can be more powerful than randomness for
read-once BPs. We require a function which is “easy” enough to be computable by
nondeterministic read-once BPs of small size, but for which we nevertheless can apply
the proof technique from the last subsection. The function MSn from the main result
on rectangle approximations has the desired properties. More precisely, we obtain the
following results.
Theorem 4.6. Let N = n2 (the input size of MSn).
(1) The function MSn can be represented in linear size by randomized read-once
BPs with one-sided error 12 ; but each randomized read-once BPs for MSn with
one-sided error 12 − ; ¿0 an arbitrarily small constant, requires size 2Q(
√
N ).
(2) The function MSn can be represented in linear size by randomized read-once
BPs with two-sided error 13 + , for arbitrary ¿0 with log(1=)=Poly(N ); but
each randomized read-once BPs for MSn with two-sided error 13 − ; ¿0 an
arbitrarily small constant, requires size 2Q(
√
N ).
For the proof, we require the following simple fact ([34], see also [39]).
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Proposition 4.7 (Sauerho( [34]). Let G be a randomized read-once BP which repre-
sents the boolean function f with one-sided error ¡1. Let r¿1. Then there is a
randomized read-once BP G′ with size at most O(|G| + r) which represents f with
two-sided error at most =(1 + ) + 2−r .
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Upper bounds: We 0rst describe two deterministic sub-BPs Gr
and Gc. In Gr , we read the variables of the input matrix rowwise and evaluate RTn
(it is easy to see how this can be done in a read-once BP using standard techniques).
Likewise, we evaluate CTn in Gc reading the variables columnwise. A randomized
read-once BP for MSn is now obtained by adding a single randomized node which
allows to choose randomly between Gr and Gc. Obviously, this BP has linear size
and one-sided error 12 . The upper bound for the case of two-sided error follows from
Proposition 4.7.
Lower bounds: These follow by applying the proof technique from Theorem 4.5 to
the results from Theorem 1.5.
We remark that the additional positive term in the error bound for the case of two-
sided error is required to account for the “rounding error” incurred by representing
the constant probability 13 in binary with polynomial length. This term disappears if
we allow to choose the successors of randomized nodes of a randomized BP by using
biased coin-Oips with probabilities 13 and
2
3 instead of fair ones as in the standard
model.
Theorem 4.6 immediately yields the following results on complexity classes.
Corollary 4.8. (1) NP-BP1*BPP-BP11=3− for all constants ¿0,
(2) RP-BP11=2−$NP-BP1 for all constants ¿0,
(3) RP-BP11=2−$;RP-BP11=2 and BPP-BP11=3−′$BPP-BP11=3+ for all ¿0 with
log(1=)=Poly(n) and all constants ; ′¿0.
Part (3) of this corollary shows that there is no “probability ampli0cation” technique
for randomized read-once BPs similar to that for general BPs. Decreasing the error
probability by an arbitrarily small constant may lead to an exponential blowup of the
size for randomized read-once BPs.
4.3. Unrestricted versus unambiguous nondeterminism for read-once BPs
We now deal with the power of nondeterminism for read-once BPs. We consider
the following restricted nondeterministic model.
Denition 4.9. A nondeterministic read-once BP is called unambiguous read-once BP
if for each input there is at most one accepting computation path. Let UP denote the
class of sequences of functions with unambiguous read-once BPs of polynomial size.
We prove that multiple accepting paths for the same input have to be allowed to
exploit the full power of nondeterministic read-once BPs. We already know that the
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function MSn can be represented in linear size by nondeterministic read-once BPs
according to Theorem 4.6. On the other hand, every unambiguous read-once BP for
this function requires exponential size.
Theorem 4.10. Each unambiguous read-once BP for MSn has size 2Q(n).
Corollary 4.11. UP-BP1$NP-BP1.
In order to prove Theorem 4.10, we use the following variant of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.12. Let G be an unambiguous read-once BP for the boolean function f
de=ned on the variable set X; |X |= n. Then there are at most 2n|G| disjoint com-
binatorial rectangles, each with its own balanced partition of the variables, which
together cover the 1-inputs of f.
Proof. This is an easy extension of the proof of Lemma 4.2 contained in the papers of
Borodin et al. [14] and Okolnishnikova [30]. Increasing the size of the given read-once
BP by a factor of at most 2n, we make it uniform, which means that for each node v
the same set of variables is tested on all paths from the source to v and that on each
path, all variables occur. For two nodes v; w of the BP, let fv;w(a)= 1 if the node w
is reached from v for input a. Let C be the set of all nodes reached from the source
by testing n=2 variables. Since for each 1-input of f there is exactly one accepting
computation path from the source s to the 1-sink t
f−1(1) =
⋃
v∈C
f−1s;v (1) ∩ f−1v;t (1)
and the sets Rv :=f−1s; v (1)∩f−1v; t (1); v∈C, are disjoint rectangles with respect to
balanced partitions of the variables. Obviously, these rectangles have all required
properties.
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let G be an unambiguous read-once BP for MSn. By Lemma
4.12, there is a partition of MS−1n (1) into rectangles R1; : : : ; Rk , where k62n|G| and
the rectangles are de0ned with respect to balanced partitions of the input matrix X of
MSn. Let i be the partition of the inputs used by rectangle Ri.
We start with a sketch of the essence of the proof. First, observe that
MS−1n (1) = (RT
−1
n (0) ∩ CT−1n (1)) ∪ (RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (0))
∪ (RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (1)):
Consider any rectangle Ri from the given partition of MS−1n (1). We claim that the
following happens: Either Ri is exponentially small, or around half of the inputs
in Ri are from the set RT−1n (1)∩CT−1n (1) (or both). Then all rectangles which are
not exponentially small and which are used to cover the sets RT−1n (0)∩CT−1n (1) or
RT−1n (0)∩CT−1n (1) “overlap” into the set RT−1n (1)∩CT−1n (1). As a consequence, the
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set RT−1n (1)∩CT−1n (1) is either covered twice by rectangles (which is not allowed),
or the used rectangles have to be exponentially small.
We now prove this in detail. Fix a constant  ¡1=
√
2. By Lemma 3.1, either at least
m :=  n rows or columns of X are mixed for each partition i (or both). De0ne
I := {i | there are at least m mixed rows with respect to i}
and J := {1; : : : ; k} − I . Note that for each i∈ J , there are at least m mixed columns
with respect to i by Lemma 3.1. Let  be the uniform distribution on all inputs for
MSn. By Lemma 3.6(2),∑
i∈I
(Ri ∩ RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (1))
¿
∑
i∈I
(Ri ∩ RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (1))− |I | · ; (1)
∑
j∈J
(Rj ∩ RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (1))
¿
∑
j∈J
(Rj ∩ RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (0))− |J | · ; (2)
where =2−Q(m) = 2−Q(n).
Furthermore, since Ri ∩RT−1n (0)∩CT−1n (0)= ∅ for all i=1; : : : ; k,∑
i∈I
(Ri ∩ RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (0))6 |I | ·  (3)
and ∑
j∈J
(Rj ∩ RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (1))6 |J | · : (4)
The sets Ri form a partition of the 1-inputs of MS, thus we can combine (1) and (4)
and (2) and (3) to obtain∑
i∈I
(Ri ∩ RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (1))
¿ (RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (1))− (|I |+ |J |) · ; (5)
∑
j∈J
(Rj ∩ RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (1))
¿ (RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (0))− (|I |+ |J |) · : (6)
Finally, adding (5) and (6) yields
(RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (1))
¿ (RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (0)) + (RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (1))− 2(|I |+ |J |) · :
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By Lemma 3.3,
(RT−1n (1) ∩ CT−1n (0)) + (RT−1n (0) ∩ CT−1n (1))− (RT−1n (1)
∩CT−1n (1))¿ 1=4− ;
where =2−Q(n). Hence,
k = |I |+ |J |¿ (1=4− )=(2) = 2Q(n);
which yields the desired bound on the size of G, since |G|¿k=(2n).
5. Proof of the discrepancy lemma
In this section, we prove Lemma 3.5. For the algebraic background required here,
we refer to standard textbooks, such as [28], and Babai’s lecture notes [8]. Some
de0nitions and required facts are collected in the next subsection.
The proof of the discrepancy lemma is based on an adaptation of a technique due
to Babai et al. [10]. The key notion of this technique is a measure called “multicolor
discrepancy,” which generalizes the discrepancy measure used in communication com-
plexity theory (see De0nition 3.4) to arbitrary 0nite abelian groups instead of Z2. This
can be applied to RT∗c by “decomposing” the function into suitable functions over Z3 as
“building blocks.” A slightly extended version of the technique from [10] is described
in the second subsection, before we apply this to the row test function.
5.1. Characters of =nite abelian groups and fourier transforms
For the following, let (G;+) be a 0nite abelian group. Let |G| denote the order of
G. A character of G is a homomorphism & :G→C where |&(a)|=1 for all a∈G. We
use Gˆ to denote the set of all characters of G. The special character & with &(a)= 1
for all a∈G is called the trivial character of G and is denoted by &0. For &;  ∈ Gˆ,
the product character & ·  ∈ Gˆ is de0ned by (& ·  )(g) := &(g) ·  (g) for g∈G. It is
easy to verify that Gˆ becomes a group under the multiplication of characters de0ned
in this way, which is called the character group of G.
Here we will consider subgroups of character groups as described in the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let G and G′ be =nite abelian groups, and let ’ :G→G′ be a group
homomorphism. Then the set {& ◦’ | &∈ Gˆ′} is a subgroup of Gˆ, and there is subgroup
H of G such that Hˆ = {& ◦’ | &∈ Gˆ′}. Furthermore, if ’ is onto (’(G)=G′), then
|Hˆ |= |H |= |G′|.
Proof. It is easy to verify that {& ◦’ | &∈ Gˆ′} is a subgroup of Gˆ by elementary
calculations. Since G∼= Gˆ, there is a subgroup H of G with Hˆ = {& ◦’ | &∈ Gˆ′}. The
last claimed fact is again easy to verify.
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Fourier transforms for 0nite abelian groups are de0ned in analogy to the well-known
Fourier transform over the reals, and are known to be a useful tool for counting the
number of solutions of equations (see [8,28]).
Denition 5.2. Let f :G→C be an arbitrary function. The Fourier transform of f is
the function fˆ : Gˆ→C de0ned by
fˆ(&) :=
∑
a∈G
&(a)f(a) for all & ∈ Gˆ:
Proposition 5.3. The mapping F of functions to their Fourier transform has an in-
verse F−1. This maps a function F : Gˆ→C to the function f :G→C given by
f(a) =
1
|G|
∑
&∈Gˆ
&(a)F(&) for a ∈ G:
Next, we present a lemma which generalizes the well-known fact that the size of
a set is equal to the sum of the squared absolute values of all Fourier coeRcients of
its characteristic function divided by the size of the considered group. Let A be the
characteristic function of an arbitrary set A⊆G, i.e., A(x) := 1 if x∈A, and A(x) := 0
otherwise.
Lemma 5.4. Let G be a =nite abelian group, and let H be a subgroup of G:
(1) For A⊆G; 1|H |
∑
&∈Hˆ |ˆA(&)|2 = |A|:
(2) For A; B⊆G; 1|H |
∑
&∈Hˆ |ˆA(&)||ˆB(&)|6
√|A||B|:
Proof. Part (1): By the de0nition of the Fourier transform, we have
∑
&∈Hˆ
|ˆA(&)|2 =
∑
&∈Hˆ
(∑
a∈G
&(a)A(a)
) ∑
b∈G
&(b)A(b) =
∑
&∈Hˆ
(∑
a∈A
&(a)
) ∑
b∈A
&(b)
=
∑
&∈Hˆ
∑
a;b∈A
&(a)&(b) =
∑
a;b∈A
∑
&∈Hˆ
&(a− b) = |H | · |A|:
The last line follows from the orthogonality relations for the characters of H .
Part (2): By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality in R|H |,
1
|H |
∑
&∈Hˆ
|ˆA(&)||ˆB(&)|6 1|H |
(∑
&∈Hˆ
|ˆA(&)|2
)1=2(∑
&∈Hˆ
|ˆB(&)|2
)1=2
=
(
1
|H |
∑
&∈Hˆ
|ˆA(&)|2
)1=2(
1
|H |
∑
&∈Hˆ
|ˆB(&)|2
)1=2
=
√
|A||B|:
For the 0nal step, we have applied the 0rst part of the lemma.
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5.2. Multicolor discrepancy
For the whole section, let X1; X2 be 0xed 0nite sets, and let X :=X1×X2. Let G be
a 0nite abelian group.
Denition 5.5. Let f :X1×X2→G be an arbitrary function and R be a combinatorial
rectangle in X =X1×X2, i.e., R=A×B, where A⊆X1; B⊆X2. For every Y ⊆G,
de0ne the strong Y -discrepancy of f with respect to R; :Y (f; R), by
:Y (f; R) := |Y (f; R)| where Y (f; R) := 1|X |
(
|f−1(Y ) ∩ R| − |R| · |Y ||G|
)
:
The expression (1=|X |) · |f−1(Y )∩R| measures the portion of the inputs in R which is
mapped to “colors” in the set Y by the function f. Intuitively, the strong
Y -discrepancy of f is close to zero for all rectangles R i( the Y -colored inputs are
“randomly” distributed in the input space. More precisely, this means that every rect-
angle R gets approximately the same number of Y -colored inputs as if we would label
the inputs in R by values chosen randomly from G according to the uniform distribu-
tion, which would give an expected number of |R| · |Y |=|G| inputs with color from Y .
Babai et al. consider strong Y -discrepancy for one-element sets Y in [10]. Observe that
Y (f; R)=
∑
y∈Y {y}(f; R).
The goal is to derive small upper bounds on the strong discrepancy :Y (f; R) for
a given function f and arbitrary rectangles R. Babai et al. observed that there is a
way to obtain such bounds by using Fourier transforms. To derive bounds on strong
discrepancy, Babai et al. consider the following alternative measure, which may appear
to be rather unrelated to strong discrepancy at the 0rst glance.
Denition 5.6. Let f :X →G be an arbitrary function and R=A×B, where A⊆X1; B
⊆X2. Furthermore, let &∈ Gˆ be a character of G. De0ne the weak &-discrepancy of f
with respect to R by
:weak& (f; R) :=
1
|X |
∣∣∣∣∑
x∈R
&(f(x))
∣∣∣∣ :
The following fact proven in [10, Proposition 2.9] provides a basic relation between
weak discrepancy and strong Y -discrepancy for one-element sets Y = {y}.
Proposition 5.7 (Babai et al. [10]). For all &∈ Gˆ; & = &0,
:weak& (f; R) =
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑y∈G &(y){y}(f; R)
∣∣∣∣∣ :
By this proposition, :weak& (f; R)6|G| · maxy∈G |{y}(f; R)|= |G| · maxy∈G :{y}(f; R).
This may serve as a justi0cation for the term “weak discrepancy”.
Babai et al. discuss the relationship between strong and weak discrepancy in more
detail in [10]. The decisive point for the applicability of the whole approach of
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“multicolor discrepancy” is that it is also possible to bound strong discrepancy in
terms of weak discrepancy. Below, we present the central lemma which establishes
such a relation. We consider strong Y -discrepancy for arbitrary sets Y . The same has
already been proven for the case |Y |=1 in [10, Lemma 2.7].
Lemma 5.8.
:Y (f; R)6
1
|G|
∑
&∈Gˆ;& =&0
|ˆY (&)| · :weak& (f; R):
Proof. By a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.7 from [10]. First,
we observe that, by applying the inverse Fourier transform,
Y (y) =
1
|G|
∑
&∈Gˆ
&(y)ˆY (&) for all y ∈ G:
Substituting this into the de0nition of Y (f; R), we get
Y (f; R) =
∑
y∈G
{y}(f; R)Y (y) =
∑
y∈G
{y}(f; R) · 1|G|
∑
&∈Gˆ
&(y)ˆY (&)
=
1
|G|
∑
&∈Gˆ
ˆY (&)
∑
y∈G
&(y){y}(f; R):
For &= &0, the inner sum is
∑
y∈G
{y}(f; R) =
1
|X |
∑
y∈G
(
|f−1(y) ∩ R| − |R| · 1|G|
)
= 0:
Hence,
:Y (f; R) = |Y (f; R)|6 1|G|
∑
&∈Gˆ;& =&0
ˆY (&)
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑y∈G &(y){y}(f; R)
∣∣∣∣∣ :
By Proposition 5.7, this is the claimed estimate.
5.3. Application to Rowtest
We describe the function RT∗c in the following way. Let c=(c0; c1; : : : ; cm), where
c0 ∈Z2 and c1; : : : ; cm ∈Z3.
De0ne ’ :Zm3 ×Zm3 →Zm3 by ’(u; v) := u + v, where u; v∈Zm3 . Furthermore, de0ne
f :Z2m3 ×Z2m3 →Zm3 by f(x; y) :=’(x) + ’(y), where x; y∈Z2m3 . Finally, let
Yc :=
{
x ∈ Zm3
∣∣∣∣ m∑
i=1
[xi ≡ ci mod 3] ≡ c0 mod 2
}
:
Then, for all x; y∈{0; 1}2m⊆Z2m3 ; RT∗c (x; y)= 1 i( f(x; y)∈Yc.
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Note that, by these de0nitions, we have extended the input space {0; 1}2m×{0; 1}2m
of RT∗c to the larger input space Z2m3 ×Z2m3 of f. This is crucial for the smooth applica-
tion of the algebraic concepts used for the technique of multicolor discrepancy. For the
remainder of this section, we work within the groups G := (Z2m3 ;+) or G′ := (Zm3 ;+)
(where + denotes the usual vector addition).
Lemma 5.9. For all c=(c0; c1; : : : ; cm), where c0 ∈Z2 and c1; : : : ; cm ∈Z3,
max
&∈Gˆ′ ;& =&0
|ˆYc(&)|6 2m−1:
Proof. First consider the case c1 = · · · = cm =0. De0ne Am :=Y0;0;:::;0 and Bm :=Y1;0;:::;0,
i.e., Am contains the vectors in Zm3 with an even number of zero entries, whereas Bm
contains the vectors with an odd number of zero entries. De0ne ! := e2=i=3. Then all
characters of G′=(Zm3 ;+) are obtained by de0ning &u(v) :=!〈u;v〉 for u; v∈Zm3 , where
〈u; v〉 := ∑3i=1 uivi is the standard inner product in Zm3 . Finally, for u∈Zm3 let
Sm(u) :=
∑
v∈Am
!〈u;v〉 and Tm(u) :=
∑
v∈Bm
!〈u;v〉:
By these de0nitions, ˆYc(&u)= Sm(u) or ˆYc(&u)=Tm(u) (depending on the value
of c0).
First, we consider the case u=0. Then
Sm(u) = |Am| =
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
1
2
(1 + (−1))k2m−k = 1
2
(3m − 1);
Tm(u) = |Bm| = 12 (3m + 1):
Now let u=(u1; : : : ; um) =0. There is at least one i such that ui =0. De0ne
u′ := (u1; : : : ; ui−1; ui+1; : : : ; um), and for an arbitrary vector v=(v1; : : : ; vm)∈Zm3 , let
v′ := (v1; : : : ; vi−1; vi+1; : : : ; vm).
We have
Sm(u) =
∑
v∈Am
!〈u;v〉 =
∑
v∈Am
vi=0
!〈u
′ ;v′〉 +
∑
v∈Am
vi=1
!〈u
′ ;v′〉+ui +
∑
v∈Am
vi=−1
!〈u
′ ;v′〉−ui
=
∑
v′∈Bm−1
!〈u
′ ;v′〉 + !ui
∑
v′∈Am−1
!〈u
′ ;v′〉 + !ui
∑
v′∈Am−1
!〈u
′ ;v′〉
= Tm−1(u′) + (!ui + !ui)Sm−1(u′)
= Tm−1(u′)− Sm−1(u′):
Analogously, Tm(u)= Sm−1(u′)− Tm−1(u′). Hence, if u′ =0
Sm(u) = −2 · Sm−1(u′) and Tm(u) = −2 · Tm−1(u′):
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Let u have k nonzero entries, and let u′ be a vector obtained from u by deleting k − 1
nonzero entries (and decreasing the size of the vector accordingly). Then, by induction
Sm(u) = (−2)k−1 · Sm−k+1(u′) = (−2)k−1(Tm−k(0)− Sm−k(0)) = (−2)k−1:
Analogously,
Tm(u) = (−2)k−1 · Tm−k+1(u′) = (−2)k−1(Sm−k(0)− Tm−k(0)) = (−1)k2k−1:
In particular, |Sm(u)|; |Tm(u)|62m−1 for all u =0.
It 0nally remains to consider the general case where c=(c0; c1; : : : ; cm) is arbitrarily
chosen. Let c′ := (c1; : : : ; cm) ∈Zm3 . Obviously, we have Yc =Am − c′ or Yc =Bm − c′.
The claim follows from the fact that the absolute value of a Fourier coeRcient of a
function is invariant under translations of the inputs. To see this, de0ne ?a :G′→G′
by ?a(x) := x+ a, where a∈G′ is 0xed. Let g :G′→C be an arbitrary function. Then
| [g ◦ ?a(&)|=
∣∣∣∣ ∑
u∈G′
&(u)g(u+ a)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ ∑
u∈G′
&(u+ a)g(u)
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣&(a) ∑
u∈G′
&(u)g(u)
∣∣∣∣ = |gˆ(&)|:
Lemma 5.10. Let c=(c0; c1; : : : ; cm), where c0 ∈Z2; c1; : : : ; cm ∈Z3. Let G=(Z2m3 ;+)
and G′=(Zm3 ;+). Let f :G×G→G′ be de=ned by f(x; y) :=’(x)+’(y) for x; y∈G,
where ’ :G→G′ with ’(u; v) := u+ v for (u; v)∈G=Z2m3 . Then
:Yc(f; R)6 3
−4m · 2m−1 ·
√
|R|
for all rectangles R=A×B, where A; B⊆G.
Proof. We have
|Yc(f; R)|
6 3−m
∑
&∈Gˆ′ ;& =&0
|ˆYc(&)| · :weak& (f; R) (by Lemma 5:8)
= 3−m
∑
&∈Gˆ′ ;& =&0
|ˆYc(&)| · 3−4m
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑(x;y)∈R &(’(x) + ’(y))
∣∣∣∣∣
(by De0nition 5:6)
= 3−m
∑
&∈Gˆ′ ;& =&0
|ˆYc(&)| · 3−4m
∣∣∣∣∑
x∈A
&(’(x))
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑y∈B &(’(y))
∣∣∣∣∣
(using R = A× B):
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The mapping ’ is obviously a group homomorphism (a linear transform) from G=Z2m3
to G′=Zm3 , and it is onto. By Proposition 5.1, there is a subgroup H of G with
Hˆ := {& ◦’ | &∈ Gˆ′} and |H |=3m. By the de0nition of the Fourier transform, we have∣∣∣∣∑
x∈A
&(’(x))
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ˆA(& ◦ ’)∣∣∣
for all &∈ Gˆ′. Lemma 5.4 yields
3−m
∑
&∈Gˆ′
∣∣∣∣∑
x∈A
&(’(x))
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑y∈B &(’(y))
∣∣∣∣∣ = 3−m ∑ ∈Hˆ |ˆA( )| |ˆB( )|6
√
|A||B|: (∗)
Now we are ready to complete the estimate for Yc(f; R). We have
|Yc(f; R)|6 3−m
∑
&∈Gˆ′ ;& =&0
|ˆYc(&)| · 3−4m
∣∣∣∣∑
x∈A
&(’(x))
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑y∈B &(’(y))
∣∣∣∣∣
6 3−4m · max
&∈Gˆ′ ;& =&0
|ˆYc(&)| · 3−m
∑
&∈Gˆ′ ;& =&0
∣∣∣∣∑
x∈A
&(’(x))
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∑y∈B &(’(y))
∣∣∣∣∣
6 3−4m · max
&∈Gˆ′ ;& =&0
|ˆYc(&)| ·
√
|A||B| (using (∗))
6 3−4m · 2n−1 ·
√
|A||B| (by Lemma 5:9):
Finally, we use Lemma 5.10 to prove the desired upper bound on the discrepancy
of RT∗c .
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let S := {0; 1}2m×{0; 1}2m. We use the trivial embedding of S
into X =Z2m3 ×Z2m3 . Let R⊆ S. Then we have
(RT∗c )
−1(1) ∩ R = f−1(Yc) ∩ R and (RT∗c )−1(0) ∩ R = f−1(Yc) ∩ R;
where f is the function from Lemma 5.10. Furthermore, Y(c0 ; c1 ;:::; cm) =Y(c0 ; c1 ;:::; cm) and
|Y(0;c1 ;:::;cm)| = 12 (3m − 1) and |Y(1;c1 ;:::;cm)| = 12 (3m + 1):
This follows in the same way as for the case c1 = · · · = cm =0 considered in the proof
of Lemma 5.9. Let  := max{:Yc(f; R); :Yc(f; R)}, where R is an arbitrary rectangle
in S = {0; 1}2m×{0; 1}2m. By the de0nition of strong discrepancy
1
|X | | |f
−1(Yc) ∩ R| − |R| · |Yc|=|G′| |6 
and
1
|X | | |f
−1(Yc) ∩ R| − |R| · |Yc|=|G′| |6 :
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Thus,
1
|S| | |f
−1(Yc) ∩ R| − |f−1(Yc) ∩ R| |6 2 · |X ||S| +
|R|
|S||G′| ||Yc| − |Yc||︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1
6 2 · |X ||S| +
1
|G′| :
Rewriting this for the function RT∗c instead of f, we obtain
1
|S| | |(RT
∗
c )
−1(1) ∩ R| − |(RT∗c )−1(0) ∩ R| |6 2 ·
|X |
|S| +
1
|G′| :
It only remains to substitute the upper bound 63−4m · 2m−1 ·√|R| from Lemma 5.10,
which yields
1
|S| | |(RT
∗
c )
−1(1) ∩ R| − |(RT∗c )−1(0) ∩ R| |6 2−3m ·
√
|R|+ 3−m 6 2−m + 3−m:
The last inequality follows using the trivial bound |R|624m.
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